Sunday, October 4

- **Touch down in Accra.** We will be welcomed by university and foundation staff who will share what’s in store over the next two days. Meet your fellow Deep Divers and get ready to shake off your jet lag as we hit the ground running!
- **No host dinner at the Coco Lounge.** Join us for an optional networking dinner at the Coco Lounge, a popular restaurant in Accra.

Monday, October 5

- **Depart for Ashesi.** Meet at the Accra Marriott Hotel lobby.
- **Arrival and welcome.**
- **Campus walking tour.** Explore Ashesi’s campus, which is set on 100 stunning acres in Berekuso, overlooking Accra.
- **Introductions and Q&A.** Learn what sets us apart: our rigorous curriculum, dedicated career services, and commitment to diversity. Hear from the entire Ashesi Executive Team about the Ashesi experience.
- **Lunch.**
- **Class followed by Q&A with the professor.** Engage with students and faculty during an Ashesi class to explore how Ashesi is cultivating future leaders and nurturing their ability to critically and effectively tackle problems.
- **Giving Voice to Values Workshop.** Experience one of Ashesi’s foundational programs with Lecturer Rebecca Awuah.
- **Depart campus.** Drive to Azmera, where we will enjoy a buffet of local dishes at a hosted dinner.
- **Dinner reception.** Join alumni and other members of the Ashesi community to hear about how alumni are applying their Ashesi skillset at work and the community at large.

Tuesday, October 6

- **Depart for Ashesi.** Meet at the Accra Marriott Hotel lobby.
- **Arrival and welcome.**
- **Entrepreneurship session.** Learn about Ashesi’s entrepreneurial ecosystem from Associate Professor Gordon Adomdza, then hear from Ashesi student innovators about their businesses under development.
- **Lunch with students.** Share lunch with a student buddy to trade stories about ideas for community impact and personal growth.
- **Class with student buddy.** Attend class with your student buddy and learn more about what Ashesi means to them and their vision for the future.
- **Faculty research, service, and innovation.** Gain insight into a broad range of research projects using AI, machine learning, and more.
  - Learn about Ashesi’s impact at scale from Assistant Lecturer Rose Dodd and Executive Director of the Ghana Climate Innovation Center (GCIC) Ruka Sanusi.
- **Closing session.** Final Q&A with President Patrick Awuah Jr. We’ll have time to hear from everyone about their thoughts and impressions of Ashesi at this intimate meeting with Ashesi’s founder.
- **Depart campus.**
- **Goodbyes and transfer to the airport.**

Wednesday, October 7 (OPTIONAL)

- **Optional alumni workplace visits.** Now is your opportunity to connect directly with Ashesi alumni. Contact foundation staff to learn more and see attached profiles of featured alumni.

*Specific details subject to change*